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Our Core Purpose

Welcome to Eezy! We are thrilled to have you join our team. We believe it is 
important you understand our core purpose and core values, so you can be the 
most successful contributor you can be.

We make the world a more beautiful place by allowing digital design assets to be more 
accessible to everyone.

Our Garden of Values
At Eezy, we cultivate creative content by planting “seeds” for designers to complete their projects. 
Our garden is comprised of six values our team always strives to apply: Genuine, Ambitious, 
Reliable, Detailed, and Nimble.

GARDEN



Getting Started
Before you begin designing, we want to define: Who, What, Why and How You fit 
into our purpose.

Our users are global. They speak different languages, celebrate different holidays 
and engage in different social trends. They consist of many wonderfully different 
nationalities. We must think globally about design.

WHO:

Our commitment is to connect and identify with our users’ interests, needs and 
identities. So that we can provide appropriate resources to fit their needs.WHAT:

We promise to provide accessible high quality content that people can instinctively 
use, no matter their skill level. We want ready to use, off the shelf resources that 
make things easier for our users.

WHY:

Your role will empower you to share your amazing artistic talents. By creating and 
sharing design assets, your work will make a global impact. These design assets 
will help creatives both accomplish their goals and make something they couldn’t 
otherwise create.

YOU:GARDEN
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1. Think About Styles
Vintage/Retro Photorealistic

Abstract Carvings/Etched

Watercolor Collage/Cluster

Tips and Exercises to Get Started

1. Think About Styles. This helps stretch the imagination or identify with an assignment.

2. Explore Colors Palettes. Color can be great inspiration when shaping designs.

3. Consider Applications. Imagine how the design asset will or could be used by others.

Sometimes getting started on a new design can be difficult. To help get creativity 
flowing we have outlined some design tips and exercises that can help contributors 
have ideas about what content to create. 
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Narrative Landscape/Scenery

Typography/Lettering Surreal/Fantasy

Emblems/Badges Papercraft

Characters Hand Drawn
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1. The Colorbook

2. Adobe Kuler

3. Digital Synopsis

2. Explore Color Palettes
Picking the perfect palette is essential to good design. Exploring trends and picking 
the appropriate colors can really have an extraordinary impact on your work.

3. Consider Applications
Consider, also, how design assets can be used across many different applications. 
Below are some popular ways your assets can be used.

Web Elements Product Mockups UI Elements

Wall Art Backgrounds/Patterns Printables

Promotional Templates Poster Stationery

Helpful Color Resources
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READ MORE

We make the world a more beautiful 
place by creating digital design assets 
for everyone.
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W E  P R O U D L Y  P R E S E N T S

POP GARDEN
FLOWER BOULEVARD 

NYC

$10
ENTRY

L I V E  D J  B Y

DJ FLOWERING

O P E N I N G  A C T  B Y

CIRQUE DU SOLEI

G U E S T  S T A R

DEEP BLUE FOREST

NATURE
SOUNDS M U S I C

F E S T I V A L

FOR INFORMATION
& RESERVATIONS:

8PM
FREE COCKTAILS 

UNTIL 22PM

 25.03
2019

#NATURESOUNDS

https://color.adobe.com/Kuler-color-theme-8031663/
https://digitalsynopsis.com/design/beautiful-color-gradients-backgrounds/
https://colorbook.me


Sizes & Proportions
• Minimum Width = 1400 px
• Max Size = 80 mb
• Ratios = 16:9, 4:3, 1:1, 3:4

Technical Checklist
Our promise is to provide ready-to-use assets that are easy to download, easy to 
open, and easy to manipulate and edit. Our assets are designed to be a 
springboard for creativity.

Below is a Checklist to ensure our users have an Eezy experience.

Zip File Requirements:
• RGB images ONLY
• Ai or EPS, CS6 or older
• SVG 
• PNG or JPG preview image, max 300 kb

Font Requirements
• Only use authentic Google Fonts in your assets
• Exception: This does not apply to hand lettering 
or hand drawn typography (link)

File Organization
• For ease of use in the editor and other 
software, it is important to create 
organization within your files.

See Example: Background

Objects

Text

Layers Artboards

3 Layers

4:3

1:1

3:4

16:9
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Is my design resource unique?
My design is original, my design authentic, and my design is mine. My design is something that you 
cannot find anywhere else. Example: I Love New York

Is my design resource relevant to Eezy-user needs?
My design is thoughtful and relevant to the assignment. I studied the subject and moodboard 
before designing. Example: El Dorado

Design Checklist
At Eezy, art is the core of who we are. Our designs push the limits of creativity, 
spark imagination and influence ideas. In order to achieve this magical inspiration, 
we require our assets to meet certain standards and expectations.

Before submitting, ask yourself the following questions:

YESNO
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Does my resource have a subject and purpose?
My design is aesthetically attractive, uses directional queues, the golden ratio, and/or negative 
space creating room for text. Example: Twilight Forest

Is my design resource packaged properly?

Design Tip!

My design has a relevant Title, Description, and appropriate tag/keywords. Example: Nashville

Use this formula to help create your descriptions:
Mood of the Design + Design Keyword + Design Style + on what background + vector illustration =

Relaxing and tranquil city of Nashville skyline abstract 
geometric panorama on light background vector illustration.

YES

NO YES

NO



Common Requested Edits
From time to time, for one reason or another, your resource might be rejected. Here 
are a few common reasons why. Following these simple dos and don’ts will help 
with the quick approval of your resources.

Similar/Duplicate/Recycled Designs
Avoid duplicating or recycling designs. It important to submit distinct and unique designs.

Simple Designs
Designs with only one element, or designs with too few or simplistic elements, will not be accepted.

Designs that use Blend Modes
Avoid submitting designs that contain blend modes. SVGs do not correctly render blend 
modes. It’s recommended to uses gradients in the place of blend modes.
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Plagiarism and Misuse
Designs that are too similar to others in concept or technique will not be accepted. 
In the case that any published design is thought to copy or plagiarize the content of 
another author, it will be removed immediately and may result in suspension. We 
reserve the right to remove any content we see fit.

Use of Logos, Trademarked Brands and Intellectual Properties
We will not accept designs that contain or represent any logos or brands. This 
includes designs containing fictional character intellectual property similar to those 
registered by other companies.

Sensitive Themes and Ethics
We will not accept designs containing violent, pornographic or sensitive content that 
we consider potentially offensive to our users.

Ethics
Good design requires respect. It is essential to have respect for other artists, 
the assignments, the audience, and most importantly, your designs. Taking 
these ideas into consideration promotes a healthy design community and 
produces quality resources.
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Making an Impact
Most people can’t do what you do!

Your artistic ability is a gift of vision and skill. We value the time and effort you invest, 
as well as the resources you create. We hope you understand how important your role 
is here at Eezy. You are creating resources for people who will share them with the 
world. Be it a graphic that promotes positive change, or a design that illustrates a 
celebration, your work plays an important part in bringing joy to others. 

At Eezy, we are proud to say artists are essential to our purpose. With your help, we 
will make the world a more beautiful place by allowing digital design assets to be 
more accessible to everyone.
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